Research makes a difference

Many Princeton researchers apply their discoveries to solving real-world challenges in health and technology. In this video, three faculty members describe their ongoing work in diabetes management, cancer treatments and technologies for improving human-computer interactions.

Bringing ancient Buddhism to light

The Mogao Caves in the desert of northwest China tell a story of art and Buddhism that began more than 1,500 years ago. Today, Princeton scholars are playing a key role as part of an international effort to understand this story, which unfolds at the heart of the ancient trade route known as the Silk Road.

Video system maps animal behaviors

Although cameras have replaced clipboards in the study of animal behavior, evaluating the resulting videos is still a cumbersome process. To make the job easier, researchers at Princeton have built a computerized system that generates an easy-to-understand map of behaviors.

Faculty Focus: Cecilia Elena Rouse

What does the recent jobs report mean? Find out in this interview with Cecilia Elena Rouse, dean of Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs and former adviser to Presidents Barack Obama and Bill Clinton.
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